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NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART PROVIDES FREE-LOAN TEACHING RESOURCES

The Art of Romare Bearden teaching packet (Click here to order this image.)

Washington, DC--The National Gallery of Art education division provides teaching materials through its Free-Loan Teaching Resources Program. Multiple copies of more than 120 slide programs, multimedia programs, videocassettes, CD ROMs, DVDs, videodiscs, and teacher packets are available to educational institutions, community groups, and individuals throughout the United States. The program fosters awareness of the visual arts and makes the Gallery's collections accessible to a broad audience beyond the Gallery's walls. In 2003 more than 200,000 borrowers participated in the Free-Loan Teaching Resources Program.

In March 2004 a new online tool--the Loan Material Finder--was inaugurated on the National Gallery's Web site. It provides detailed program descriptions of all the
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If you would like to subscribe to the Gallery's Web site newsletter, contact webnews@nga.gov with the word "subscribe" in the subject field and you will be automatically signed up. Your message must come from the e-mail account to which you want the newsletter to be sent. If you decide to remove your name from future mailings, send an e-mail to webnews@nga.gov with the word "unsubscribe" in the subject field.
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